College Gets Portrait At Gallagher Dinner

Plan for New Building Deferred Indefinitely

The search for a long-awaited new site for the Baruch School has been discontinued, it was announced by City College President Buell G. Gallagher at his press conference last week.

The reason given by Dr. Gallagher for the action was that the College is forced to take a 5% slash in funds for 1958-59, as compared with last year. The funds granted then were declared inadequate by Dr. Gallagher.

The president thought the action was unfortunate but was necessary in view of the financial situation of New York City.

Baruch School Dean Emanuel Saxe told THE TICKER that the cessation was a "realistic" action, as the City could hardly afford a new Baruch School, even though a new school would greatly help the students.

In 1956, Dr. Gallagher stated that he agreed with a Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools report which termed the Baruch School physical condition "unsatisfactory and, well, less than fantastic." In addition, he asserted at that time that both he and other members of the administration were aware of the physical conditions existing at the School.

In October Dr. Gallagher stated that he could not see any possible change in the School's financial situation before 1960. He said plans at that time would cease or demolition of building.

President Gallagher said then that if the present site were not used for a new building, the new location would be "relatively down and convenient to rapid transportation, so that the office businessmen at the School could continue their associations.

(Continued on Page 4)

President Announces:

CCNY Takes 5% Budget Slash

City College has ordered a "substantial cut" in its budget request for the next fiscal year, President Buell G. Gallaher announced Wednesday.

The "mandate requiring a 5% cut in this year's budget was given by Budget Director Abraham Beeman in regard to funds allocated from the New York City tax base," he stated.

The permitted increase totaling $430,000, a cut from the $430,000 mandated by the Board of Higher Education, Budget Director Beeman January 27 to reiterate order that budget proposals over the city colleges be decreased.

The decrease is based on the assumption that the city college's budget will increase by 3.5% in the coming year, as compared with last year.

Peace Ends Lists Protest

An attempt by Uptown Students to the General Faculty last semester has been stymied by Uptown Dean of Student Life, James S. Peace.

The plan was to have all organizations not wishing to comply with the ruling become affiliated with the Student Government.

When the ruling was passed, such organizations, similar to Baruch, School committees, were not required to file memberships. However, Dean Peace announced last week that these organizations would now be required to file listings.

Dean Peace that "any plan which defeats the intention of the General Faculty will have to be dealt with by the Department of Student Life. We will not tolerate defeatist.

The plan for circuains.

(Continued on Page 3)
State College Head Resigns Over Centralization Dispute

By Lawrence Miller

The resignation of Dr. William E. Carlson, president of the State University of New York, from the State Education Board on March 1st, has added another chapter to the long and bitter struggle for the establishment of a central university.

The controversy arose after a New York State Education Department investigation, headed by Dr. A. B. Strobel, revealed that State College had been operating an integrated program without the knowledge of the State Education Board, which controls 35 separate state universities and colleges.

The state universities, which have long had autonomy, have been accused of maintaining separate budgets, facilities, and personnel, and of competing in educational programs.

Dr. Carlson, the president of State College, defended his administration, saying that the program was necessary to meet the needs of the students.

Dr. Strobel, however, maintained that the state universities should work together to provide a more efficient and economical system of higher education.

The New York State Education Board has taken a preliminary step toward centralization by establishing a board of directors to study the problem further.

The controversy has been ongoing for several years, with both sides accusing the other of disregarding the principles of cooperation and integration.

The immediate question is whether State College will be dissolved and its operations transferred to the State Education Board or whether it will continue to operate as a separate institution.

State College has been the subject of much debate in recent years, with some arguing that it should be dissolved and its resources distributed among the other state universities, while others believe that it should remain as an independent entity.

The issue of centralization has been a contentious one in New York State, with some lawmakers expressing concern about the potential loss of autonomy for the state universities.

The New York State Education Board has been criticized for its handling of the controversy, with some arguing that it has been too slow to act and has failed to address the concerns of the state universities.

The future of State College remains uncertain, with both sides continuing to debate the merits of centralization and the potential impact on the state universities.
Technological Studies Subsidized by Grants

The five municipal colleges are undertaking research projects which may lead to saving wheels that do not return new conclusions about the history of the earth, and a final product which will be distributed to colleges receiving grants totaling more than $15,000 for studying problems in basic and applied research at the municipal colleges.

As a part of this study, the Brooklyn College Research Council, under the direction of Dr. John H. Stettner, has been conducting research into the possible implications of nuclear power for the world's energy needs.

The research project involves the investigation of the use of nuclear power for generating electricity, and the implications of this development for the future of the world's energy systems.

The project is being conducted in collaboration with several other institutions and is expected to take several years to complete.

Plan New Tech Center

The Brookings Institution is preparing to erect a new 27,000 square foot building which will house the School of Technology. The project, which is being financed by a $10 million grant from the Ford Foundation, will provide state-of-the-art facilities for the study of technology.

The new building will include laboratories, classrooms, and a library, and will be located on the Brookings Institution campus.

The construction of the building is expected to be completed by 1978, with the opening of the new School of Technology.

FCSA... (Continued from Page 3) The FCSA Board of Directors has approved a proposal to install a new cafeteria on the campus, which will be open to students and faculty.

The new cafeteria will be located in the basement of the new Tech Center, and will provide a variety of food options for the campus community.

The installation of the cafeteria is expected to begin in the fall, with the opening of the new facility in the spring of 1978.

Work Starts to Change Baruch School Wiring

The Baruch School is installing new wiring to improve the safety and efficiency of the campus. The project, which is being funded by a $2 million grant from the National Science Foundation, will involve the replacement of all the existing wiring with new, more modern and safer systems.

The new wiring will be installed in the spring of 1978, with the completion of the project expected by the fall of that year.

The installation of the new wiring is expected to improve the safety and efficiency of the campus, and will also provide a more modern and reliable system for the future needs of the school.

OFF THE WIRE

"In a growing industry, there's room for me to grow"

"In a growing industry, there's room for me to grow" - General Electric is an active partner in the industry. On the cutting edge of innovation, General Electric is always thinking about the future and the company's contribution to it.

General Electric is interested in the growth of the electrical industry, and is a leader in the field of electrical equipment. General Electric is committed to innovation and leadership in the electrical industry.

Young people like Penn Post are an important part of General Electric's future. The company is interested in the opportunities and challenges of the electrical future. Each of our 20,000 college-graduate engineers has a plan for the company's future. Young people like Penn Post are an important part of the company's future.
End Social Affairs

The Student Body has condemned future school construction. The Student Council has recently voted that obsolete is not justified by the First Amendment. The students have decided that it would be a mistake to have such a plan. The students are planning to make a public demonstration to protest the school's plans.

The decision is final, and the students have been notified. They will meet on Tuesday, April 15, at noon in the Student Center to discuss the matter.

John Martin, President of the Student Council, said, "We decided that the school's plans are not justified. We believe that the school should be made obsolete in order to keep up with the times."

"We have been working on this for over a year," said Martin. "We have had many meetings and discussions with the administration. We have presented our case to them, but they have not listened."

"We have decided to take matters into our own hands," said Martin. "We will do everything in our power to make the school obsolete."

"We will not give up," said Martin. "We will continue to work until we succeed."
Graduation Causes Enrollment Decline

City College Store
The Only Official College Store
Offers Highest Discounts on Regular TEXTS—12% off list
Full Line of Sweatshirts, Shirts, Sneakers, Gym Suits, Canvas Bags
Stationery, Binders, Ball Pens, Pencils
Patronize Your Store and Save

Collegiate Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 - 10</td>
<td>Spring Vacation Dates are in effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Monday — Last day of classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Tuesday—Memorial Day (no classes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Friday—Last day of classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Saturday—Last day for reexamination, makeup examinations and removal of unsatisfactory grades of previous term.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial Aid

Applications are now available for those from the City from the Office of Financial Aid, 223 North Fifth Street.

In Memoriam

BILLY COHEN
a brother of Phi Epsilon Pi

Hunting for Textbook Bargains?

STUDENTS SAVE MORE AT BARNES & NOBLE'S BOOKSTORE

You can save dollars and get all your textbooks quickly

Over 1,000,000 USED AND NEW BOOKS IN STOCK

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick approval—prompt delivery.

City College Fund
Sets Yearly Total

This year the City College Fund hopes to raise $200,000. The Fund began in 1946 with a new building for use as a student center.

Ban Off-Limit Book Hawkers

College regulations prohibit the buying of books from book hawkers, buying books from book hawkers, and buying books from book hawkers. Students are warned against buying books from book hawkers.
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IFC Greek Week

Highlights Contests

Friday night entertainment will be provided by the Freshman Fraternity A's at 8 p.m. on the stage of the New Century Club. The entertainment will feature a folk dance group and a novelty act.

Saturday night will feature a carnival with a variety of games and activities. The proceeds from the carnival will benefit the Freshman Fraternity A's scholarship fund.

Sunday will be a day of relaxation and recreation with various activities planned throughout the day.

Barnes & Noble

23rd STREET BRANCH STORE

OPP. CCNY - ABOVE THE DRUG STORE

For used and new textbooks

For the very best in
- ATMOSPHERE
- PRICES

VARIETY

SHOP

SWEET SHOP

Downtown City's

Favorite Eating Place

160 EAST 23rd STREET

"THE NEW LOOK"

For a quick meal or special occasion

LIGHT-UP A light SMOKE - LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

Fabric of the American Dream

Holman Returns
To Coaching Post

I am looking forward to returning to my teaching and coaching career. The opportunity to work with such a dedicated and hard-working team as the City College basketball team is truly a gift. I am looking forward to the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. I am confident that we will continue to build upon the foundation laid during my previous tenure and achieve great success in the years to come.

MEMO TO MOTHERS:

One hand doughing some

trooming! Is it full of 

bake sales and evening sessions?

Well, this is an opportunity to

lack of Lucks. Better have your

out of the room, as usual. The

headache may be an enjoyable

for Japanese and Korean chil-

basketball clinics in Japan

Hawks

Fairlight Dickinson was the

explosive insideblocker

shooting of Charity Pottepourri, the

top offensive player chosen by

Pittsburgh 15 points in the
term of his high school career.

The team was coached by

Jack Stein.
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City Routs Hawks
In 76-61 Decision

Putting on their best show of the season, City College's basketball team routed Brooklyn College, 76-61, before a capacity audience at Wingate Gymnasium, Saturday night. The victory was the Beavers' sixth in nine contests and avenged an early season loss to the hawks.

Shooting sharply and rebounding exceptionally well, the Beavers were never behind against the smaller, but scrappy Hawks. The Lavender backcourt duo of Marty Groveman and Joe Bennardo, hitting with sets and jump shots from beyond the foul line, scored 22 and 20 points respectively, to lead the Beaver scoring. Barry Falk was high scorer for the Hawks with 15 points.

Bennardo Leads Attack

With City leading 10-5, Bennardo sank six free throws from out side the stripe and accounted for four points. At this point, Bennardo's backcourt partner, Groveman, continued with a sequence of jump shots in a row, ran the Beaver lead to 39-23 with minutes remaining in the half.

The Hawks then rallied to score five points in a row. The teams left the court at halftime with the Beavers holding an eleven point margin.

City Maintains Pace

The second half saw the Hawks fighting valiantly to get back into the game, but the closest they could draw to the fast moving Beavers was within seven points.

Brilliant boardwork by City's Bob Silver and Hector Lewis kept the Beavers from getting more than one shot at their basket.

Lewis and Joel Archer, scoring with lay-ups and hop shots kept the Lavender offense rolling throughout the second half. Bennardo, who scored 15 points in the first half, scored only five in the second stanza, but with Groveman, helping his team with 30 points, the Beavers' plays during the half. Groveman, continuing his bouncing of the basket, scored 10 points in the half.

Manhattan Wins

Distinctly outclassed, City College's basketball team was ripped by a sharpshooting Manhattan College squad, 74-56, Wednesday night.

The Beavers drew first blood in the contest as Hector Lewis connected on a three point play. The Jaspers then reeled off seven straight points. From that point on, the Beavers were never in the game, despite occasional scoring bursts.

High scorers in the contest were Lewis and Manhattan's Pete Brannone with 20 points each. The one bright spot for the Beavers --

GET THAT BALL! City's Hector Lewis scores an unidentified Runters player in Saturday night's contest at Wingate Gym.

Beaver Backcourt Slot Occupied by Groveman

By Sid Davidoff

A dark horse is classified as an athlete who suddenly comes from nowhere to attain stardom. One such athlete is Baruchian Marty Groveman, backcourt standout on the City College five.

At the Baruch School, Marty first attracted attention when he led his team to last year's intramural championship, and won the Most Valuable Player Award. It was in this competition that "Doc" Henderson of the Hygiene Department saw Marty, and advised him to try out for the varsity.

Making the Varsity

Taking the advice, Marty tried and made it, helping his teammate and backcourt partner, Joe Bennardo, to lead the team to its first Ail-American Team. Springfield College of Massachusetts was named as the other co-champion.

The national award came as a result of the team's undefeated untied record through the season. Among the team's national prominence was the selection of Marty Groveman as the Most Valuable Player Award. It was in this competition that Marty learned a great deal about the sport. He then began working on his favorite shot, an outside jumper, which has resulted in a twelve point average for the Baruchian.

Brooklyn College

Brooklyn College, which dropped the sport in 1954 after 29 consecutive defeats, has stated that it would be in favor of a return to foottball if two other municipal colleges would return.

Reasons cited included the poor condition of Lewisohn Stadium, programming difficulties for engineers, students, lack of training facilities, lack of funds and no trained coaches on the College faculty.

Beaver Booters, Para- Aided National Fam

City College's soccer team gained national recognition when it selected national co-champions by the All-American Coaches Association. The Association also selected Marty Groveman as the first All-American Team. Springfield College of Massachusetts was named as the other co-champion.

The national award came as a result of the team's undefeated untied record through the season. Among the team's national prominence was the selection of Marty Groveman as the Most Valuable Player Award. It was in this competition that Marty learned a great deal about the sport. He then began working on his favorite shot, an outside jumper, which has resulted in a twelve point average for the Baruchian.
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